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Abstract- Quality of image plays a vital role in increasing face recognition rate. A good quality  image  gives  
better  recognition rate than noisy images. Recent research on face recognition reveals that image capturing 

devices such as video cameras, also impacts the recognition rate as sometimes they capture low quality and/or 

noisy images due to  their  poor  quality.  In  such case the images captured will have low resolution, noisy, 

contrast variation and/or varying brightness throughout the image.  It  is more difficult to extract features from 

such noisy images which in-turn reduces face recognition rate. To overcome problems occurred due to low quality 

image, pre-processing is done before extracting features from the image. In this paper we will analyze the effect of 

pre-processing prior to  feature  extraction  process with respect to the face recognition rate. This also gives a 

qualitative description of various pre-processing techniques and feature extraction schemes that were used for our 

analysis. The results were analyzed with the help of bar graphs. In  our research, we found that the combined  

method  of  feature extraction (Spatial and Frequency) shows superior  performance than individual feature 
extraction schemes. It was  also  found that, this  combined method gives good recognition results even without 

pre-processing of the image. 
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I. Introduction 
IN  recent  days,  face  recognition  has  gained  a  greater signifi as a unique bio-metric recognition 

method for accurate authentication [1,5]. Many  of  the  industries  throughout  the  world  are  now  trying  

to implement   face   recognition  based  authentication  system  in  their organizations toprotect theirassets. 

Many of thegovern in the world also interested    to    have    face    recognition    based    video  surveillance 

system in the public places such as airports,  railway stations and bus stations etc. However they remain  

unsuccessful due to poor recognition rate in recognizing a  person in real time duetovariousfactors [6]. Image 

qualityis being one of the major factors that greatly  impact face recognition rate. 

In an uncontrolled environment, a person may not be aware of recognition system in which the 

recognition process will be done automatically. In such case, an image capturing device will automatically 

detects a person at a distance and captures his face and matches it against a database of images to recognize 

the person. This process of recognizing a person is however dependent on image capturing device such as 

video surveillance cameras. The chances of correct recognition depend on quality of image captured. Quality 

of image is dependentoneffi of camera, distance between person andcamera, lighting condition and whether the 
person looks at camera etc. [7]. In such case, pre-processing the captured   

imagecangivebetterresultsinrecognition. 

Various image processing techniques  can  be  used  to  enhance the  captured  image  and  there  

increase  in  the  recognition rate. Image normalization, de-nosing, filtering, histogram equalization, image 

resizing and cropping and accurate face detection are certain techniques to enhance image quality and 

improve recognition rate [8]- [9]. Image pre- processing is done prior to extraction of features fr the image. 

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram representation of generalface recognitionsystem. Asseenin Figure l, animage 

willbecapturedusinga camera and fed as probe image to the recognition system. The images then are pre-

processed to enhance its quality. The features are then extracted using suitable schemes. These features are  

then  classifi using appropriate classifying algorithm. In this paper, we  discuss various image processing 

techniques and three feature extraction schemes  that  were  used  for  our  analysis.  A  comparative analysis 
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is also present with the help of bar graphs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Insection-II, various image pre-processing techniques were 

discussed. In section-III, various feature extractionschemes werediscussed. In section -IV experimental results 
were discussed and section 

-V concludes the paper. 

 

II. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

Fig. 2 shows the basic pre-processing methods used in our experiment. The input color image is 

converted into gray image. Using suitable cropping (face detection) schemes, the image is cropped and then 

resized to meet the requirement. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of general Face Recognition System 

 

The image is then normalized to have  uniform intensity/gray level. Image is then filtered using low pass   

filter. 

A. Face Detection and Cropping 

Facecroppingis also an important task to achieve high recognition rate. Cropping can be done using various 

face detection techniques. Face detection involves detecting a face fr an image using complete image (image 

based approach) or by detecting one or more features fr the image (Feature based approach) such as nose, eyes, 

lips etc. Face detection can also be done based on active shape models such as locating head boundary. 
In this experiment, we used image based approach which includes a window scanning technique with  fixed  

and  dynamic  mask  size and feature based approach which includes color segmentation [10]. Mask size is 

determined empirically for better recognition rate. In feature based approach, image is transferred fr RGB 

color space to YCbCr color space provided Cb and Cr values satisfy following conditions: 77::Cb::127 and 

133::Cr::173. Using dilation, erosion and morphological operations face is detected. Fig. 3 illustrates the 

results obtained using these three face detection schemes. 

 
Figure2 Block diagram of image pre-processing 
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Image Pre-processing 

B. Image Resizing 

The resulted image fr various face detection schemes has been resized using  nearest  neighbor  interpolation  
method  with specified output size. Fig. 4 shows original image and resized image. 

 

C.   Image Normalization 

Illuminati0n variation is 0ne of the important challenges in face recognition.  Image  with  uncontrolled  

lighting   conditions contains non-uniform contrast, i.e. the distribution of intensity/ gray levels is not alike. 

To make these levels equal or almost equal we  use  histogram equalization  technique  [11].  Given  an M 

x N image, cumulative distribution fu (CDF) at each pixel value(V) is used t0 fi pixelsequalizationvalue  

0ver L gray levels. Mathematically It is given as [5], 

 

 
 

CDF-Cumulative distribution fu, M x N – image size L- Levels. 

 

Fig.5 shows the effect of histogram equalization on input    image. 
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D. Image De-noising andFiltering 

Images are often by default have Gaussian noise due to illumination variations. To de-noise it 

we work on pixel based fi techniques . In our experiment, we used Low Pass Filter (LPF) to eliminate 
high fr information and retain only with low frequency information. Fig. 6  shows the difference 

between noisy image and filtered image. 

 

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES 

Input image aft preprocessing  fed  to  a  feature  extraction scheme to extract features fr it as shown in Fig. 

7. Eigen face approach and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) approachwereusedto extract features. However 

we have also tried  combined approach using these two methods. Recognition rate of these methods were 

computed with and without image pre-processing prior to feature extraction. 

 

A. Eigen Face Based Approach 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to  extract  Eigen faces [12]. Initially Eigen vectors are 
computed using covariance matrix derived fr set of training images. Probe image is then projected in to the 

face space and the distance between mean Eigen face and probe image is computed using spatial differential 

operators such as Euclidian distance and Cosine distance. 

 

B. Discrete Cosine Transform 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) transforms spatial domain images into decoupled frequency domain images 

[13]. That means imageinformationisconvertedintoDCT  coeffi       These are located in the upper left corn 

of the DCT maximized and are the most important to represent image back. 

 

C. Combined Approach 

In this approach we used both spatial and frequency domain methods Spatial domain features are extracted 

using spatial differential operators and fr domain features are extracted using DCT. Each method is followed by 
dimensionality reduction process. PCA is used to reduce dimensionality of SDO features and Zonal coding is used 

in DCT feature dimensionality reduction. 

 

 
Fig.7.Blockdiagram of feature extraction process 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Aft extracting features  fr  images,  Linear  Discriminate Function [14] is used to classify features and 
then compared these features against available features in database. We have investigated the impact of 

preprocessing techniques on recognition rate on our Speech and Image Processing Research Lab (SIPRL) 

Database. It includes a total of 35  subjects.  Each  subject  has  various  pose, illumination, occlusion and 

expressions which lead to an average of 19 images per subject. There are some post graduate students, research 
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students and faculties were involved in this project. We have used semi controlled environment for subject's 

registration. We have varied lighting conditions also. 

Wehavecrated three different testing sets which vary in resolution and illumination. Each testing set consist 
three subject's images. First we have used Method-l to analyze the impact of pre-processing on recognition 

rate. Table I illustrates the effect of pre-processing on face recognition rates using three approaches. It shows 

that method-l and method-2 has greater impact on recognition  rate  than method-3. There is an average of 

66.32% improvement in face recognitionrateincase ofmethod-l andis 62.12% in caseof method-2. However in 

method-3, it has a little lesser impact on face recognition rate,only48%asshowninFig. 

8.  It  is  because  of  combination  of  both  spatial  and fr  domain features. 

Image cropping also has a greater  impact  on  face  recognition rate. In our study, it  was realized that, color 

segmentation based croppingcanimprovefacerecognition 

 

TABLE 1 

IMPACT OF IMAGE PREPROCESSING ON FACE RECOGNITION RATE 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 10. Impact ofNormalization on FR Rate 
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rate effectively than other techniques such as dynamic and fi masking. The impact of image cropping on face 

recognition rate is illustratedinFig. 9. 

As discussed in section -II, image normalization has also shown a considerable impact on face 
recognition rate. In Set-l and Set-2, images are with better contrast hence need little preprocessing or almost no 

preprocessing. But images in Set-3 have non uniform illumination. The impact of  nonnalization is illustrated 

in Fig. lO. It is seen that,  test set-2 have superior recognition rate with normalization being applied. 

However, for all the test sets, recognition rate increases considerably 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have demonstrated how face recognition  rate improves with different image preprocessing 

techniques. Our investigation proves that there is a considerable impact on face recognition rate. Especially 

when images are of different size, have lighting variations, noisy images shows a greater impact on recognition 

rate. In such cases image has to be preprocessed appropriately. We have also tested a combined approach for 

feature extraction which has shown superior results. This approach has also shown good results even 
without preprocessing prior to the feature extraction. It can be concluded that, preprocessing should be  done  

prior to feature extraction fr face images. Future scope of this study is to analyze the same system with different 

feature  extractionschemesaswellasclassifiers. 
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